Luxury Gift Certificates
A new way of giving
The Alvear Palace Hotel presents its Collection of luxury gifts with the aim of sharing the
pleasure of enjoying the most elegant hotel in Buenos Aires.

HEALTH AND BEAUTY PROGRAMMES

Different options for enjoying the Alvear Spa & Fitness Center with access to all our facilities:
Wellness Area [sauna, steam bath, water circuit, high pressure shower], Fitness and Kinetics
Area.
STRESS RELIEF PROGRAM

A body treatment session, warm stone therapy, beautifying hand and foot spa, or hairdressing
and styling.
HALF DAY AT THE SPA

This plan begins with our well being circuit [a combination of sauna and steam baths, pressure
showers, sensations path and our revitalizing ludic pool], Fitness, Kinesis and two body programs
of choice [45 minutes each].
ALVEAR EXPERIENCE

Your treatments start with a gentle body exfoliation, to later let go of your senses with a four
hand massage. You continue your experience with a softening milk and rosepetal immersion
and then slowly end off with a hydrating facial and fully body nutrition
MOMENT FOR TWO

A refreshing salt polish leaves the whole body glowing and renewed to the drift away with the
delicate perfumes of a relaxing aromatherapy massage enjoyed side by side. Soak in a warm
hydrating petal strewn bath to later end off this romantic ritual with a full body hydration.
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ALVEAR SPA & FITNESS CENTER MEMBERSHIP

Membership includes:
• Spa Experience [sauna, steam bath, water circuit, high pressure shower]
• Access to the Hi-Tech Fitness Area
• Kinetics Training System [a new system incorporating the latest concepts in muscle-building]
Special gift: buffet lunch for two at the L’Orangerie Restaurant.

Suggestions for Tea & Lunch
TEA AT THE ALVEAR

We offer a fine selection of teas, including a variety from limited harvests and the most precious
aromas of green, black and blended teas, as well as the traditional flavored tea of the L’Orangerie
selection.
A tea specialist created our exclusive “Alvear Blend” which recreates the essence of the Alvear
Palace Hotel in aromas and flavors; with the most noble of black tea leaves, almonds,
Mediterranean citrus, and rose petals
BUFFET LUNCH AT L’ORANGERIE

The gourmand’s ideal choice for organizing work lunches, meetings with friends and
celebrations
SUNDAY BRUNCH

Enjoy a magnificent Brunch created by our chef, a relaxing moment to share with family or
friends.
An international buffet presents different stations and offers shellfish, seafood, wild game, and
the most delicious desserts.
DINNER AT LA BOURGOGNE

A exquisite dinner that incluyes reception with petits chauds and a glass of sparkling wine.
Selection from the menu (main course, cheeses or desserts, coffee and petits fours); soft drink
and wines suggested by the Sommelier.
Sales and information: 54-11-4808.2170 / marketing@alvear.com.ar
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